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Abstract 

\Ve de~ign :;equence:; of low-Jemily parily check code~ Lha.L provably perform a.L ra.Le:; ex
tremely close to the Shannon capacity. The codes arc built from highly irregular bipartite graphs 
>vith carefully chosen degree patterns on both sides. Our theoretical analysis oft he codes is based 
on [1]. AdJiLiona.lly, baseJ on Lhe a~::;umplion Lha.L Lhe underlying corruuunicalion channel i:; 
symmetric, we prove that the probability densities at the message nodes of the graph satisfy 
a cerlain ::;ymmelry. Thi:; enable:; u::; Lo derive a ~uccinct. de:;criplion of Lhe den::;ily evoluLion 
for the case of a belief propagation decoder. Furthermore, we prove a stability condition which 
implies an upper hound on the fraction of errors that a belief propagation decoder can correct 
when applied Lo a. code induced from a biparlile graph wilh a. given degree di:;lribulion. 

Our codes arc found by optimizing the degree structure of the underlying graphs. \Vc develop 
several strategies to perform this optimization. We also present some simu htion results for the 
codes f(:mnd which show that the performance of the codes is very dose to the asymptotic 
theoretical hounds. 

Inde:r Ternt~ Low den:;ily parily check code~, belief propagalion, L urbo code:;, irregular 
codes 

1 Introduction 

In this p;:tper we present irregular low-density parity rheck wdes (LDPCCs) which exhibit perfor-

rnancc extremely dose to lhc bcsl possible as dclenuined by the Shannon capacity fmmula.. Fm 

the additive ·white Gaussian noise channel (A\VG:-IC) the best code of rate one-half presented in 

this paper has a threshold \Vithin O.OfidB from capacity, and simulation results sho'v that our best 

L]) PCC of length 106 arhieves a. bit error probability of 10-6 less than 0.1:3d H ;nvay from raparity, 

handily beating the bcsl (turbo) codes known ~o far. 

LDPCCs posse~~ several other dislincl a.dva.ntage~ over lmbo-codes. Firsl, lhc complexity of (belief-

propagation) decoding is some>vhat less than that of turbo-codes and~ being fully parallelizable, can 

potentially be performed at significantly greater speeds. Second, as indicated in a previous paper 

[l], very low wmplexity dewders that rlosely approxima.te belief-propagation in performa.nce may 
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be (and have been) de~:iigned l'or these codes. Third, low-dt'n~:iity parit_r' check decoding i~:i vcriJiablc 

in the sense that decoding to a correct codeword is a detectable event. One practical objection to 

lrnv-density parity-rherk codes has been that their encoding complexity is high. One \vay to get 

around this problem is by slightly modifying the ronstrurtion of codes from bipartite graphh to a 

cal:icadc ol' such graph~:i, set' [2 1 3]. A diJferent solutiou for practical purposes; \Vhich dot's not require 

cascades. will be presented elsewhere ['1]. 

Let us recall some basic notation. As is well known, low-density parity-check codes are well repre-

sented by bipartite graphs in \vhirh one flet of nodefl, the rariablf nodes
1 

rorrehpotHlfl to elements 

of the rode\vord and the other flet of nodes 1 the ch.ec/,; norlfs; rorrehpotHlfl to the flet of parity-rherk 

constraintl:i sa tidied b.Y code\vords ol' the code. Rr:,galaT·lo\v-densit.Y parit_v-check codes arc those l'or 

which all nodes of the same type have the same degree. Thus, a (:Ui)-regular low-density parity-

rherk rode has a graphiral representation in ·whirh all variable nodes have degree :3 and all rherk 

nodefl have degree 6. The bipartite graph determining surh a rode is shmvn in Ji'ig. L 
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Figure 1: A (:1, (i)-regular code of length 10. There are 10 variable nodes and 5 check nodes. For 
each check node c; the sum (over GF(2)) of all adjacent variable nodes is equal to zero. 

For an irregular low-density parity-check code the degrees of each set of nodes are chosen accord-

ing to some distribution. Thus; an irregular lmv-density parity-rherk rode might have a graphiral 
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represent a lion in which half the variable nodes have degree 5 and half have degree :3, while half 

the constraint nodes have degree 6 and half have degree X. For a given length and a given de-

gree sequenre (finite distrib11tion) we define an f.'nsnnblt: of rodes by choosing the edges, i.e., the 

ron nedions between variable and rherk nodes, randomly. More precisely, we en u mera.te the edges 

l'manaling from the variable nodes in some' arbitrary order a.nd proceed in the sanw way with the 

edges emanating from the check nodes. Assume that the number of edges is E. Then a code (a par

ticular instance of this ensemble) can be identified with a permutation on E letters. Note that all 

elements in this ensemble are equiprobable. In pra.dire the edges are not rhosen entirely randomly 

since certain potentially unfortunate events in the graph construction ca.n be easily avoided. 

In a recent pa.per [1] we prc'sented an asymptotic analysis of LDPCCs undc'r message' passing 

decoding. Assume we have the following setup: 

1. \Ve a.re givc'n an ordered famil_y of hinary-inpul discrete memorykss channels parameterized 

by a real pa.raml'ier 8 such that if o1 < 82 then the channel with pa.raml'ier 82 is a physically 

degraded version of the channel with parameter b 1 • Further, each channel in this family fulfills 

the rhan nel symmetry condition 

p(yi:t = 1) = p( -yl:t = -1)' (1) 

2. A sequence of rode ensembles Cn(?.,p) is specified, where n is the length of the rode and 

/\( :r) := '2::::1~ 1 ,\.;:ci-1 (p( :r ) := '2::::£1;;;,1 p.;:ci-1
) is the variable (check) node degree sequence. 

::VIore precisely, /\i (Pi) is the fraction of edges emanating from variable (check) nodes of 
. . . . . J~~ d:r I'( .1:) degree t. Nate that the rate of the code 1s g1ven m terms of ,\( x) and p( a:) as 1 - t ) . 

· · · 
0 

d,r >. (J: 

:3. A message passing decoder is selected. Dy ddinition , messages only contain e:rlrinsic infor-

mation, i.e., the message emitted along an edge c does not depend on the incoming message 

along the same edge. I'1Jrther, the deroder fulfills the following symmetry conditions. !' lip-

ping the sign of all incoming messages at a variable node results in a. flip of the sign of all 

outgoing messages. The symmetry condition al a check node is slightly more' involved. Let 

c be an edge emanating from a check node c. Then flipping the sign of i incoming messages 

arriving at node c, excluding the message along edge c, results in a change of the sign of the 

outgoing message by (-1 ) '. In all these rases, only the sign IS rhanged, but the reliability 

remains unchanged. 
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UndPr tlw a.bove a,ssumptions th12re exists a thr12shold {J* \Vith tlw following propNtiPs: For a.ny 

c > 0 and b < 0* there exists <m n( c, b) such lhal almost. cver.y code1 in Cn(/\, p), n > n(c, b), 

has probability of error smaller than E assuming that transmission takes place over a. channel with 

parameter 6. Conversely, if the transmission takes place over a channel \Vith parameter 6 > 8*, 

then almost any rodP in C,J.\,p) has probability ofNror uniformly bounded away from 7.Pro. 2 

FurthN, for thP important rase of belief propaga.tion decoders a pnxedure wa.s introdured that 

enables the efficienl compulation of bx lo an.y desired degree of accuracy. In [1] threshold values 

and simulation results were given for a. variety of noise models, but the class of lo,v-density parity

check codes considered >vas largely restricted to regular codes. In the present paper we present 

results indirating the remMkable performance that can be adieved by properly dosen irregular 

codes. 

The idea underlying lhis paper is quite straighlfmward. Assume we arc intereslcd in lransmission 

over a particular memoryless channel using a particular message passing decoder. Since for every 

given pair of degree sequencPs (.\,p) we ran determine the resulting threshold val uP tJ*, it is natural 

to seMrh for thosP pai1·s \vhid maximir,e this threshold.:J This was donP, with great sucress, in 

the case of erasure channels [5, 6, 7]. In the case of mosl other channels of interest the situation is 

much more complicated and ne\V methods must be brought to bear on the optimization problem. 

Fig. :2 compares the performance of the (:1, 6)-regular LDPCC (which is the best regular such code) 

with the performanre of the best irregular LDt>CC we found in our seard and the p12rformanre of 

the sla.ndard parallel lmbo code introduced by Denou, Galvieux, and Thilimajshima. [8]. All lhrec 

codes have rate one-half and their perl'onnance under belief propagation decoding over the A \VG N C 

is shO\vn for a code word length 106
. Also shown is the Shannon limit and the threshold value of 

our best LDt>CC (ax= 0.9718). l1'rom this figurP it is rlea.1· how much benefit ran be derivPd from 

optimir,ing the degree sequenres. l1'or n = 106 and a bit Prror probability of 10-6 , our best LDt>CC 

is only 0.1:3dD awa.y from capacity. This handily beats the perl'onnance of lurbo-codes. Even more 

impressive, the threshold, which indicates the performance for infinite lengths, is a mere 0.06dB 

av.;ay from ra.parity. 

1 More precisely, the fraction of codes for which the above statement is true converges exponentially (in n) fast 
to 1. 

2 \Ve conjecture that this is actually true for eve1·y code in Cn(.\, p). 
3 \Ve rnay al~o opl.irni~.e degree se<1uences under variou~ con~Lraird.s. For example, tlre larger Llre degrees used l.lre 

la.rger tlre code si~e needs l.o be irr order Lo approadr Llre predicted a.~yrnptol.e. Tlrerdore, il. is lriglrly desirable Lo 

look for the best degree sequences with some a priori bound on the size of the degrees. 
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